HOLY ANGELS SCHOOL
Curriculum for Grade 2
Subject/
Quarter

Religion

Math

Social
Studies

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

Revelation: God gives life, humans sin, God promises a
Savior, the bible is God's word Trinity: God the Father,
God the Son, God the Holy Spirit

Jesus Christ: Ten Commandments, free will, sin,
Reconciliation preparation, Prodigal Son, God's mercy

Applying Addtion and Subtraction Concepts,relating
addition and subtraction, fact families, 2 step word
problems, Number patterns, skip counting, arrays, even
and odd numbers, adding two digit numbers with and
without regrouping, adding 3 and 4 two digit #
United States customs and culures, traditions, stories,
government leaders, Martin Luther King, world cutlures,
traditions, holidays, geography skills worksheets

Subtracting two digit numbers with and without
regrouping, checking subtraction with addition, place
value to 1000, counting by 5s,10, and 100s, comparing #
to 1000, adding 3 digit numbers with and without
regouping
Timelines, primary and secondary sources, Native
Americans, Europeans in America, 13 colonies,
movement west, slavery, immigration, inventions,
technology, write a biography of an American historical
figure, geography skills worksheets

Matter: properties of matter, solids/liguids/gases, ways
matter changes, ways to combine matter

Plants and Animals: parts of plants, kinds of animals,
parts of animals, habitats, food

Theme: Families and friends helping Friends, Looking at
real fiction, fables, and informational texts. Strategy:
Asking and answering questions, and visualizing. Skill:
Key details, characters, setting and events. Working on
fluency.

Theme: Animals and Nature. Looking at realistic fiction,
fables, informational text, narrative nonfiction,poetry.
Strategy: Make, confirm revise predictions, rereading.
Skills: character, setting. Plot, main idea and key details,

Grammar: sentences, commands and exclamations,
subjects and predicates, expanding and combinging
sentences. Writing: Ideas, organization and word choice,
sentence fluency, writing a friendly letter

Grammar: nouns, singular and plural nouns, possessive
nouns, commas, capital letters and apostrophes Writing:
Looking at ideas and organization, and word choice when
writing

Short vowel words, words with two letter blends, long a,
long a_e, short long I, i_e, short o, long o, o_e, short u,
long u, u_e, soft c, soft g
Rules/protocols. Safety awareness. Locomotor skills sliding, skipping, dodging, fleeing, etc. Soccer skills dribbling, passing, shooting, trapping, goalie skills.

Consonant digraphs, three letter blends, words with
irregular spellings of long vowel sounds,

working with figure drawing and emphazing using space
on paper. Working with line and patterns in nature

Continue calendar art; Winter projects emphasizing
texture and patterns

Science

Reading

Langauge
Arts

Spelling

Physical
Educ.

Art
Music

World
Language

Guidance

Basketball - dribble, pass, shoot, pivot, defensive
positioning. Parachute Activities. Seasonal holiday
activities (Thanksgiving, Christmas). Bowling - 1 step
approach, modified scoring, modified games. Fitness - 3
minute run, shuttle run, obstacle course, etc.

Unit 2 - Musical Friends (meter, melody, rhythm); Unit 3 - Christmas Program preparation; Unit 4 - Your Turn, My
Our Musical World (rhythm, melody)
Turn (rhythm, melody)
Students are taught one trimester of each of the following *see 1st quarter
languages: German, Chinese, Spanish. The same topics
are covered in each language: Greetings & goodbyes, # 140, shapes (add), days of the week, weather &
seasons,zoo animals, simple foods and drinks, I'm hungry
/ I'm thirsty, How are you? How old are you?,seasonal
and cultural lessons.
The Great Body Shop: Safety in our community, healthy
brains, nutrition, peer relationships

The Great Body Shop: Healthy hearts, dealing with fears
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Subject/
Quarter

Religion

Math

Social
Studies

3rd Quarter
The Church: The Sacraments, Reconciliation review,
liturgical calendar, Lent, Morality: we are part of God's
Kingdom, Zaccheus, Types of prayer

4th Quarter
Sacraments: Continue preparation for First Communion,
Holy Week, Easter, Jesus' passion, death, resurrection

Subtracting three digit numbers with and without
time to half hour, hour, five minutes, quarter hour, am and
regrouping, recognizing money and counting money up to pm, measurement in inches, feet, yards and metric,
a dollar, surveys, picture graphs, bar graphs and line plots centimeters, meters, using measuring tools, two
dimensional shapes, sides, angels, three demensional
shapes, faces, edges, vertices and fractions.
Communities, good citizenship, levels of government and
government leaders, rules and laws, symbols of the
United States, economic concepts, producer consumer,
cost, benefit, supply, demand, geography skills
worksheets
Earth's Materials: kinds of land and water, changes in
land, fossils, dinosaur reports

Map skills, absolute and relative location, grid maps, map
symbols, direction, scale, landforms, bodies of water,
identification and labeling of continents and oceans,
urban/rural communities, renewable/nonreneweable
resources
Nature of Science: scientists, tools, data, technology,
engineering, tools and machines

Theme: Earth and Our Culture, Literature, Fiction,
Informational Text, folktales, drama, expository text.
Strategy: Visualize, reread, ask and answer questions,
Skills: Characters, Setting, Plot, theme, Author's purpose,
compare and contrast, cause and effect

Theme: Good Citizenship realistic fiction, informational
texts, biography, expository text, myths. Strategy:
summarize, make, confirm and revise predictions,
rereading, Skills: Point of view, connections within text,
problem and solution, cause and effect, author's purpose

Grammar: verbs, present, past and future tense, have,
linking verbs, helping verbs, irregular verbs, contractions,
abbreviations, capitalization of proper nouns, quotation
marks, Writing: Organizing, word choice, sentence
fluency, voice

Grammar: pronouns, posssessive pronouns, contractions,
pronoun-verb agreement, adjectives, articles and
adverbs. Writing : Ideas, sentence fluency, word choice,
voice,

Silent letters, r controlled vowels, dipthongs

Variant vowels, short vowel digraphs, closed and open
syllables, CVCe syllables, consonant plus le syllables,
vowel team syllables

Tumbling - walks/strengths, forward rolls, partner
activities. Jump rope - short and long ropes. Traverse
wall. Cooperative games

Seasonal holiday activities (Easter). Racket
fundamentals - keep an object in the air, continuously
bounce an object, etc. Floor hockey - stick and puck
handling, shooting, passing, modified games. Tee ball batting, fielding, base running, positioning

Art in the art room

Art in the art room

Unit 5 - The Music In Us! (rhythm, melody); Unit 6 Everything Grows (melody, rhythm)

Grade 3 text - Unit 1 - Music For The Fun Of It! (rhythm,
melody); Unit 2 - The World Around You (form, rhythm,
melody)

Science

Reading

Langauge
Arts

Spelling

Physical
Educ.

Art

Music
World
Language
Guidance

* see 1st quarter

The Great Body Shop: Human growth, drug education,
Family Life-God, growth, families

The Great Body Shop: Germ education, healthy skin,
healthy muscles Protective Behavior presentation
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